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Thank you very much for reviewing of our manuscript “Extramedullary haematopoiesis presented as intrathoracic tumour in a patient with alpha-thalassaemia” by Bobylev et al., which we submitted for publication in the *The Journal of Cardiothoracic Surgery*. Our point-by-point responses to your review comments are as follows:

**Minor Essential Revisions: Post-operative hemogram follow-up**

Postoperative hemogram of the patient had no clinical significance. So we have not included a follow-up hemogram in the manuscript.

**Discretionary Revisions: Spell Check, Britisch or American Englisch**

We have adapted the Manuscript to Britisch Englisch. Some of syntactic corrections were also done.

**Reply to Editor**

Thank you for consideration of our manuscript for publication in your journal. We have changed the manuscript according to your comments.

1. Please reposition the Keywords section after the Abstract section.
   
   Done

2. Please complete the description of the patient's relevant demographic information eg. Caucasian, Japanese, African-American, etc. (without adding any details that could lead to the identification of the patient)

   Done

3. Please change the comments section to Discussions section.

   Done

4. Please include a Conclusions section as the last section of the text. This should state clearly the main conclusions of the research and give a clear explanation of their importance and relevance. Summary illustrations may be included.

   Done
5. Please confirm that the patient has given their consent for the case report to be published and please include a Consent section in the manuscript stating that consent has been obtained. The editorial office may request copies of the informed consent documentation at any time.

Done

6. Please include a list of abbreviations used in the manuscript and their meanings

Done

7. Please include a competing interests section at the end of the manuscript, before the reference list. If the authors have no competing interests, please state: "The authors declare that they have no competing interests."

Done

8. Please include an Authors’ Contributions section at the end of the manuscript, before the reference list.

Done